SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES (U.S.$)
April 1, 2019

Krieghoff Model HUBERTUS Single Shot Rifle
In the Elegant Tradition of the European Mountain Rifle

HUBERTUS - Single shot, take down rifle
Basic specifications as described in Krieghoff literature, including the following specifications:

Standard engraving - Small Arabesques; Manual Combi-Cocking Device on top tang for the ultimate in safety; Extractor; Steel trigger guard; stock with rounded cheekpiece; Schnabel forearm; Stock with Bavaria style cheekpiece also available at no extra charge; Barrel length 23.5”; Approximate weight 6-½ pounds

HUBERTUS

US CALIBERS  .222 Rem, .22-250 Rem, .243 Win, .270 Win, .308 Win, .30-06  $7,495
EUROPEAN CALIBERS  5.6x50R Mag, 5.6x52R, 6x70R, 6x62R Freres, 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .30R Blaser, 8x57JRS, 8x75RS, 9.3x74R  $7,495

MAGNUM CALIBERS  7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag  $9,995

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
Extra Barrel in US or European calibers, fitted (incl'dg extra forearm) $3,795
Extra Barrel in Magnum calibers, fitted (includes extra forearm)  $5,495
Optional octagonal barrel shape available in: 6.5x57R, 6.5x65R, 7x57R, 7x65R, .308Win, .30-06, .30R Blaser  add $1,795

Sideplates (Engraving on sideplates P.O.R)  $3,995
Small Game Scene Engraving on Box Lock Action (one animal each side)  $2,100
Left Handed Stock  $1,125
Wood Upgrades:  CAT002  $1,995
CAT004  $2,895
CAT005  $5,700
BreaKO Recoil Reducer Installed in Buttstock  $395
Hard Case by Americase  $550
Pivot Mount (Scope not included)  $1,595
(Customer may supply scope or we can furnish prices for European Scopes such as Schmidt & Bender or Zeiss upon request)

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE